We explore mode locked operation of a Ti:Sapphire laser with enhanced Kerr nonlinearity, where the threshold for pulsed operation can be continuously tuned down to the threshold for continuous-wave (CW) operation, and even below it. At the point of equality, even though a CW solution does not exist, pulsed oscillation can be realized directly from zero CW oscillation. We experimentally investigate the evolution of the mode locking mechanism towards this point and beyond it, and provide a qualitative theoretical model to explain the results.
Introduction
The ultra-broad gain bandwidth of the Ti:Sapphire (TiS) laser renders it the 'work-horse' of the last decades for generation of ultrashort pulses by mode locking (ML) [1] . The nonlinear mechanism responsible for ML is self-focusing of the beam due to the optical Kerr effect within the TiS crystal, introducing an intensity dependent loss mechanism that favors pulses over continuous-wave (CW) operation [2] . A well known feature of ML is the abrupt transition between CW and ML operation in terms of pump power [3] . Only when the pump power crosses a certain threshold, can ML be initiated from a noise-seed (either by a knock on a cavity element or by external injection of long pulses). Another common feature is that the threshold pump power for ML is higher than the CW threshold. Typical mode locked operation requires a certain amount of CW oscillations to exist in the cavity, and only on top of the existing CW can an intensity fluctuation be amplified to create the pulse. In the following, we investigate the possibility to push the ML threshold to the extreme, i.e. the possibility of reducing the ML threshold down to the CW threshold and even lower.
The key factor for reducing the ML threshold is enhanced intracavity nonlinearity, as elegantly explained by the theory of statistical light-mode dynamics (SLD) [4] . In SLD, the mode locking procedure is transformed into a problem in statistical mechanics and the transition from CW to pulsed operation is described as a first order phase transition, which explains the threshold-like behavior of mode locking. The order parameter (analogous to temperature) is T = N/(γ s P 2 ), where N is the noise level in the cavity, γ s represents the strength of the relevant nonlinearity and P is the total laser cavity power, that can be controlled by pump power. It was theoretically calculated that mode locking occurs below a critical value T c of the order parameter, and it was verified experimentally in a mode locked fiber laser [5] that as the pump power increases, pulsed operation can be initiated with higher values of noise injected to the laser (for a constant nonlinear strength γ s ). Therefore, an increase in the intracavity nonlinearity will be accompanied by a decrease in the mode locking threshold.
Cavities with enhanced intracavity nonlinearity were explored in the past [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , showing an overall reduction of the mode locking threshold, but the limits of this phenomenon were not directly explored. In this work, we perform a detailed survey, where the Kerr nonlinearity is tuned continuously, in order to investigate the ML threshold dependence on the intracavity nonlinearity. We monitor the mode locking strength and threshold across a large parameter range and observe the optimal intracavity power for mode locking and its dependence on nonlinearity. At this optimal point, we show that with sufficiently enhanced nonlinearity, the intracavity power necessary to initiate pulsed operation can be reduced down to zero. We note that by "zero" we mean the first appearance of small CW fluctuations that experimentally identifies the threshold point, which is always smeared by noise and never completely defined. 
Experimental setup
Our experimental setup is a standard X-fold cavity with a prism pair for dispersion compensation, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In order to enhance the intracavity nonlinearity in a controlled manner, we introduce a lens based 1x1 telescope between the curved mirrors. The focus inside the TiS crystal is thus imaged to a distance 4 f towards mirror M1, where we can insert an additional planar cut Kerr medium near the imaged focus. The choice of a lens based telescope and a planar cut Kerr window (instead of the typical configuration [6] of a mirror based telescope and a Brewster cut window) is motivated by the enhanced nonlinearity and lack of nonlinear astigmatism offered by this configuration. In a Brewster cut Kerr medium the beam expands in one dimension (due to refraction) and hence the nonlinearity of the material is reduced and becomes astigmatic [13] . A planar cut Kerr medium does not suffer from beam expansion and hence the Kerr effect can be fully exploited and astigmatism free. The lens based 1x1 telescope is also astigmatism free, providing a simple expansion of the standard TiS configuration without changes of angles/mirrors (expect for some additional dispersion). If we define δ as a measure for the distance between M1 and M2 with respect to an arbitrary reference point, we find two separate ranges of δ ∈ [δ 1 , δ 2 ], [δ 3 , δ 4 ], which allow stable CW operation of the cavity, bounded by four stability limits (δ 4 > δ 3 > δ 2 > δ 1 ). The working point for ML in our experiment is the typical working point, near the second stability limit δ 2 [2] . Near this limit, the nonlinear Kerr lensing effect causes a decrease of the mode size at the output coupler for pulsed operation compared to the CW mode size. In order to favor ML over CW operation, one can use the hard aperture technique, which can be implemented in two ways. The first is to close an aperture near the OC for a fixed value of δ . This actively induces loss on the larger CW mode, while for ML, the Kerr effect reduces the mode size, allowing the beam to pass through the aperture. Further closing the aperture will enforce pulses with higher intracavity power. The second method is to increase the distance δ between the curved mirrors beyond the stability limits, without using a physical aperture. This passively induces increasing diffraction losses on the CW mode, while the additional nonlinear Kerr lens eliminates them and stabilizes the cavity for ML. In this manner increasing the distance δ is equivalent to closing a physical aperture on the beam. Note that the absence of a physical aperture does not necessarily leads to the soft aperture mode locking technique. In soft aperture, a physical aperture cannot be used at the short arm, let alone to increase the curved mirror separation.
Results
We introduced as an additional Kerr medium a 3mm long planar cut window of BK7 glass. Figure 2 plots the measured ML and CW operation parameters as a function of Z = δ − δ 2 . Measurements were taken for two positions of the BK7 window: 1. at the imaged focus, where considerable nonlinearity is added by the window (in-focus), 2. several centimeters away, much beyond the Rayleigh range of the intracavity mode (off-focus), where the added nonlinearity is negligible and the cavity acts as a standard TiS cavity (with some additional material dispersion). Figure 2 (a) plots the CW threshold and the ML threshold as a function of Z for off-focus position. The ML threshold is defined as the minimum pump power required to initiate pulsed operation. As expected, the CW threshold increases with Z, due to increased diffraction losses (similar to closing an aperture). The ML threshold also increases (since higher power is needed for ML to overcome the loss). Figure 2(b) shows the CW and ML intracavity powers at the ML threshold as a function of Z for off-focus position. From both figures we see the typical behaviour of mode locked lasers, where the ML threshold is always larger than the CW threshold and CW oscillation must exist to initiate the ML process. In addition, although ML operation is favorable over the entire range of Z, it is most favorable at the "sweet spot" (Z ss ≈ 1.1mm), where the CW oscillation required to start the ML process reaches a minimal value, due to maximum self amplitude modulation. The same CW and ML parameters for in-focus position are plotted in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The overall absolute values of the ML threshold are reduced by the added nonlinearity, and the ML threshold curve eventually crosses the CW threshold at Z c ≈ 1.2mm where the intracavity CW power drops to zero. At Z c , ML can be achieved directly from the CW threshold. The corresponding CW and ML intracavity powers at the ML threshold are shown in Fig. 2(d) , resulting in a reduction of the ML intra-cavity power as the intra-cavity nonlinearity increases. The attached Media 1 file demonstrates pulsed operation at the critical point Z c . In the first part (spectrum), there is no signal in CW. By knocking on one of the end mirrors (we do not observe self-starting operation), an instantaneous and extremely week intensity spike is generated right at the CW threshold and immediately evolves into a pulse. In the second part (power), there is a μW signal (from crystal fluorescence), and the power jumps to ≈ 80mW when ML. In the third part (spatial mode), a clear circular ML mode appears on an IR card without preliminary CW mode. To verify the procedure reproducibility, the pulse is deliberately broken and remodelocked.
Beyond the crossing point (Z > Z c ), ML can still be initiated, but only by first raising the pump power up to the CW threshold, locking, and then lowering the pump again. In this regime, at the CW threshold the pump power is already too high and mode locking generates a pulse with a CW spike attached to it, which can be eliminated by lowering the pump power below the CW threshold. The ML threshold in Fig. 2(c) for Z > Z c is the minimal pump power needed to maintain a clean pulse.
We can understand the need to first increase the pump power to the CW threshold and only then lower it, by noting that the CW threshold marks the crossover between decay and amplification in the cavity. For ML to occur, an intensity fluctuation must first be linearly amplified to a sufficient peak power to initiate the Kerr-lensing mechanism. For Z > Z c , one must pump the laser sufficiently for a noise-induced fluctuation to be amplified (rather than decay) in order for it to reach the peak intensity required to mobilize the Kerr-lensing process. After reducing the pump power to the ML threshold, a clean pulse operation is obtained, but if ML is broken the cavity will not mode-lock again, as it does not even lase.
It is important at this point, to differentiate between the laser behaviour at Z > Z c and hysteresis effects, which are common and typical to mode locking. The hysteresis in mode locked lasers is identical to the supercooling effect in liquids. Mode locking hysteresis is the need to raise the pump power more than what is needed to sustain a pulse, in order for the laser to leave its meta-stable state and to initiate pulsed operation. Once the pulse is generated the pump power can be reduced to a lower value, but if the pulse is broken, the cavity will not mode lock again. The difference between the minimal pump power needed to initiate the pulse and the minimal pump power needed to sustain the pulse is the hysteresis gap. Hysteresis, therefore, can be observed only at Z < Z c (and was not experimentally observed in our setup). This is not the case at Z > Z c , since raising the pump to the CW threshold is not because of hysteresis, but it is a necessary condition for the laser to be an amplifier at all. Below the CW threshold, the system acts as an attenuator, not an amplifier, and a meta-stable state cannot exist in the first place. Hence, this effect is inherently different from the commonly observed hysteresis loop. In this regard, our work is different from [14] where a considerable reduction of the ML threshold was achieved using a gain matched output-coupler, showing a minimum, but non-zero, CW needed to initiate pulsed operation (7mW at output). Once mode locked, the pump power could be reduced even further, below the CW threshold in a hysteresis like effect, as predicted by [15] .
To investigate the appearance of the regime Z > Z c for in-focus window position, we plot in Fig. 3(a)-(d) the ratio of CW to ML powers γ e ≡ P CW /P ML as a function of Z, for windows of variable thickness. γ e represents an experimental measure for the strength of the Kerr effect, which demonstrates a "sweet spot" Z ss where γ e is minimal and the nonlinear mechanism is most efficient. The apparent tendency from Fig. 3 is that for increased nonlinearity, the γ e value at the sweet spot is reduced and the sweet spot is pushed to larger values of Z. We find that for a 2mm thick window the γ e curve touches on zero near the sweet spot, marking the onset of the new regime, where mode locking can be initiated from the CW threshold resulting in a pulse with energy of ≈ 30nJ. The pulse spectrum is plotted in Fig. 3(e) , resulting in a bandwidth of ≈ 140nm at FWHM, which corresponds to a transform-limited pulse duration of ≈ 12 f s at FWHM. For a 3mm thick window the curve crosses zero at Z = Z c and the sweetspot location Z ss cannot be directly measured. Well above Z > Z c pulsed operation becomes unstable, and we could not observe the reappearance of the γ e curve for larger values of Z. At every experimental point the prisms were adjusted to provide the broadest pulse bandwidth. The maximum oscillation bandwidth was obtained near the sweet spot due to the maximized Kerr strength, reaching approximately the same bandwidth for all of the window thicknesses used. This indicates that the bandwidth was limited mainly by high order dispersion of the prismsmirrors combination, and not by the added dispersion of the windows. In addition, we havent seen any significant change in the mode locking starting mechanism, and pulsed operation was always started by a gentle knock on the end mirror.
Discussion
To provide a qualitative model for the dynamics of the "sweet spot" with increasing Kerr nonlinearity we examine a commonly used theoretical measure for the Kerr Strength:
where ω is the mode radius at the output coupler and P is the pulse peak power normalized to the critical power for self-focusing P c [16] . This Kerr strength, which represents the change of the mode size due to a small increase in the ML power, is a convenient measure for mode-locking with an aperture near the output coupler. Yet, since increasing Z is equivalent to closing an aperture, γ s is useful also for our configuration. Usually, γ s is calculated at zero power (P = 0) [17] to estimate the tendency of small fluctuations to develop into pulses, however, the dependence of γ s (P) on power is also important. Specifically, a large (negative) value for γ s indicates that only a small increase in the ML power (or threshold) is necessary to overcome a reduction of the aperture size (or increase in Z). The power where γ s is most negative, represents therefore a sweet spot for mode locking. γ s is calculated using ABCD matrices [18] and the transformed complex beam parameter [19] . Figure 4 plots γ s (P) for no added Kerr window (TiS only) and for a 2mm long added window, demonstrating a clear minimum (sweet spot) on both curves. Furthermore, as Kerr material is added (enhanced Kerr strength), the minimum point is deepened and pushed towards higher power values(larger Z), similar to the observed γ e . Although γ s and γ e are somewhat differ- ent measures for the Kerr strength, the calculation of γ s provides reasoning for the measured behavior of the sweet spot with the different window thicknesses.
The above study of the ML threshold for varying Kerr strength provides insight to the mode locking dynamics, and an experimental verification of the critical point where ML can be initiated from zero CW power. The ML laser reported here at the critical distance Z c , can be compared to recently published results [20] that reported a low threshold ML TiS laser with an output coupler of 99%, output power of 30mW and intracavity power of 3W . Here, we have achieved ML from zero CW oscillation with similar repetition rate (≈ 80MHz), at much lower intracavity power and less stringent conditions. In our experiment, the output coupler had only 95% reflectivity (5 times more losses), coupling more power out (≈ 85mW ) and considerably lower intracavity power of 1.7W . With further optimization, the enhancement of the cavity nonlinearity may allow development of ML sources with ultra-low intra-cavity power. More importantly, our method may allow mode locked operation with high repetition rates (> 1GHz), which is desired for frequency comb applications. As the repetition rate is increased, the pulse energy is reduced, reaching eventually the point where pulsed operation can no longer be sustained. Increasing the intra-cavity nonlinearity can compensate for the reduction in pulse energy in lasers with high repetition rate.
